Freelance Graphic Designer

The Society of Hospital Medicine is seeking a talented, motivated Freelance Graphic Designer to collaborate with our creative team. If you are just as comfortable designing for any screen size as you are for any printed material and you thrive in situations where you are empowered to push creative boundaries. You are a detail-oriented person who understands the value of the brand and believes consistency is key. You are highly skilled with Adobe Creative Suite, especially InDesign. You have a strong portfolio of work across multiple platforms and 3+ years working in graphic design, preferably in healthcare.

Requirements and Qualifications

- Bachelor’s degree in graphic design preferred
- Extensive portfolio of successful design work
- Comprehensive knowledge of design software, including Adobe Suite
- Excellent communication and problem-solving skills

NOTE: Candidates without a portfolio will not be considered. This role is currently performed remotely.

In This Role You Will:

- Deliver on-brand concepts and designs within digital, print, and other real-world mediums, ensuring that designs are implemented in full adherence to brand guidelines and under tight deadlines
- Protect and build on SHM’s unique, and educational brand identity

Please send your resume and portfolio to hr@hospitalmedicine.org